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ABSTRACT

The report proposed a robust spike sorting program which designed to be low

computational power required, high performance, and have the ability to be further

developed for specialized hardware implementation and for online clustering.

In the evaluation, this program showed a 100% accuracy on computer generated

Gaussian distributed and low-noise non-Gaussian distributed clusters. Also, this spike

sorting program outperformed SPC when clustering simulated neural spikes. Our

work also shows the ability to perform clustering for actual experimental data.

The program is programmed using Python and based on the algorithm named

Enhanced Growing Neural Gas algorithm which is one of the latest spike sorting

algorithm. In this project, the ability of spike clustering of our work using different

types of data is tested. Also, limitations and advantages of our work would also be

discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Acquire the neural spike activity, especially in subject's brain is the fundamental of

neuroscience study. The most common way to record the activity of neurons is using

a microelectrode to capture the signal, which is called as action potentials [20][31].

However, such way is challenging as brain is an extremely complicated organ an

consist of billions of neurons [24].

The electrode will unavoidable acquire unwanted signal of the other neurons close

to those we actually wish to record. Also, the neurons in a same region often share

similar characteristics in their action potential waveform. Therefore, to distinguish

the wanted signals from the collected signals is extremely challenging especially when

currently the most advanced techniques involved multiple electrodes which can

bring in a more complete view of the brain's activity [28]. However, this complexity

makes the process to distinguish the signals harder. Therefore, a technique which

can separate the similar waveforms by their characteristic in both magnitude and

time and group the similar waveforms together, spike sorting is crucial to modern

neuroscience study [28][31].

1.1 Bioelectronic

Since an Italian Scientist, Luigi Galvani found the relationship of electricity and

biology in 18 century by stimulate a frog's muscle by applying electricity, mankind

constantly researching about the study of bioelectronic [14]. The basic setup of directly

measuring a nerve impulse as an amplified electrical signal acquired by an electrode

is a circuit measuring the potential difference between the tip of electrode and a

specified ground, usually the other part of body of the subject such as a strap attached

to arm or a forehead ground [14]. The signal acquired by the electrode will then will

be amplified with a specially designed amplifier. Usually the main components of the

signal acquired will be the signal released by the closest neuron, which usually if the

electrode is inserted properly is the neuron that intended to be observed. However,

noises from the surrounding and the signal by other neurons nearby will also recorded

along with the wanted signal [14][32][31].

The characteristics of the electrode will affect the recorded waveform. Larger

electrode tip will allow more signals to be recorded but the difficulty to find the
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prominent signal from the recorded signals is higher, also the spikes that are averaged

over the probe‘s surface area are hard to pass through the noise level. Smaller tip,

although recorded less signals, will need more effort to find the desired signal source

at the installation[4]. Furthermore, the waveform recorded by different shapes of

electrode tip are different which researchers would need to decide according to the

waveform desired to be studied [28][14][32][31][24].

1.2 Spike Sorting

The acquired signal will then be amplified and processed. The processed signal

will then be sorted and studied. Different sorting methods had been developed

from simple threshold detector, template matching to more advanced algorithms for

example K-Means, SPC and a variety of algorithms that used more complex methods

[28][31].

Spike Sorting is defined as the process of determine the similarity of the shape

presented by the acquired spikes and group them into clusters based on that. As

mentioned in previous section, different neural signals, despite sometimes showing

similar waveform, have some difference in terms of amplitude and time characteristics.

Therefore, spike sorting helps us to distinguish the neurons that the spikes belongs to

[20][31].

To improve the performance of this process, the algorithms for spike sorting had

been become more complicated and also sometimes is a long process. However, this

is the fundamental of bioelectronics related research. Different neurons responds to

different stimulate, which in this case obviously fail to classify the spikes can bring a

serious corruption to the study and carries unintended consequences [32].

The general framework of a spike sorting process includes acquire of raw signal

which contain various action potentials from neurons around the electrode with the

elimination of noise. Then, the raw signal had to be feature extracted to find out

the possible useful waveforms. Next, to cluster the waveforms by the similarity of

their shape to determine the number of generating units for each electrode and then

attribute the cluster to neurons to study with the time-stamp of the spikes [32][28].
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1.3 Real-Time Spike Sorting

As the advancement of neural science study, the increasing need of real-time

spike sorting for more advanced experiment or close loop control and intervention.

However, until recent years the majority of spike clustering algorithms are offline [31].

To achieve efficient control of the experiment, the signal has to be processed and

sorted within a few milliseconds after its appearance [19]. This is a great challenge for

scientist to design a robust online sorting algorithm.

Also, as the neural signals are usually acquired at a very high sampling rate which

up to a few tens kilo Hertz per channel, the amount of data recorded and transmitted

is significant, especially when multichannel recording had been used [19][28][13]. To

reserve the computational power and bandwidth for more essential usage, on-chip

sorting is a new trend [31][19]. A specialized chip will be added onto the implant device

to perform real-time spike sorting and only the processed signal will be sent back to

the terminal. Due to the limitation of chip, the computational power and memory

of it is very limited. Therefore, an online classification algorithm has to take note of

the system resources consumption [19][31]. Also, wireless transmission of processed

signal is also becoming more popular to avoid cable tethering and limitations of cable,

this wireless transmission also requires a energy saving online spike sorting method.

[13]

Also, online spike sorting are often used in long term recordings [19]. During

chronic recordings, subject movement and biological reactions such as inflammation

which will both change the position of probes is unavoidable [18][23]. Therefore, an

algorithm that can automatically adapt to changes in recorded neural signals due to

the movement of probe or any electrophysiological reason is important.

1.4 Growing Neural Gas

The Growing Neural Gas(GNG) algorithm is an unsupervised learning incremental

network model based on Competitive Hebbian Learning(CHL) by Martinetz and

Neural Gas algorithm by Martinetz and Schulten[16][17][9]. This algorithm combined

the advantages of both algorithms while it does not have the problem of a priori

determination of the number of centers.

The GNG algorithm assume the set of nodes in which each of them has an associ-
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ated reference vector wc ε Rn which can be considered as their position in the vector

space of the corresponding units. Also, among pairs of nodes, there is a set of un-

weighted edges which define the topological structure of this algorithm. Basically, it is

a growing network by adding new units into an initially small network. The algorithm

of GNG network are as below [9]:

1. Two initial nodes a and b are placed at random position wa and wbin the vector

space.

2. According to the probability density function, an input signal had been generated.

3. The nearest node and the second nearest node, s1 and s2 had been found.

4. The age of all the edges originated from s1 are increased.

5. A local error counter are assinged the value of squared distance between the input

signal ands1.

∆er r or (s1) = ||ws1 −ζ||2 (1.1)

6. s1 and its direct neighbours had been moved towards the input signal with moving

rate εb and εn

∆ws1 = εb(ζ−ws1 ) (1.2)

∆wn = εb(ζ−wn), f or al lnei g hbour so f s1 (1.3)

7. The edge connecting s1 and s2 are zero aged. If it does not exist the edge will be

created.

8. The edges with age larger than am ax will be pruned, nodes with no edges connected

to will also be removed.

9. If the current input is a multiple of λ, a new node r will be added halfway between

the node q with the highest error and its neighbour f with the highest error parameter.

wr = 0.5(wq +w f ) (1.4)

10. The original edges connecting q and f are removed and both nodes are connected

to r with edges.

11. The error variables of q and f are reduced by α, the error variable of r is now the

previous value of q and all other error variable are decrease with a constant d .
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12. Step 1 to step 11 is repeated until it reached the stopping criterion.

GNG is a neural network poses a well-defined, dynamic topology. The learning

rate of GNG is constant during the whole learning process. However, the parameters

of GNG are do not have a specific rule to estimate and have to depends on the user‘s

trial and guess [6].

1.5 Wavelet Transform

Wavelet transform is a mathematical transform that represent the signal in a time-

frequency domain[28]. Compared with Fourier transform, wavelet transform provides

the resolution for both time and frequency domains. Also, wavelet transform is capable

to handle signals with sudden transitions [5][11]. Therefore, wavelet transform is ideal

to handle neural signal, which comprise of spikes than convectional methods [5].

Even the very early form of wavelet transform, the Haar transform can better preserve

features of biomedical signal than conventional methods[5]. Wavelet transform is

defined as the convolution between signal x(t ) and the wavelet functionsΨa,b(t ), in

which

WΨX (a,b) = 〈x(t )|Ψa,b(t )〉 (1.5)

WhenΨa,b(t ) is contracted, the shifted versions of a unique wavelet functionΨ(t ),

Ψa,b(t ) = |a|− 1
2Ψ

t −b

a
(1.6)

In equation 1.6, a and b are the scale parameter and translation parameter respectively,

the inverted equation 1.5 can reconstruct x(t ).

Wavelet transform helps to transform the signal from a scalar space into vector

space, in other words, it change the signal which only have variable t into a function

of two variable a and b[28][11]. Usually, a and b represent discrete scale and discrete

time respectively. The contracted version of wavelet function is used to handle high

frequency components while the diluted version is for low frequency components.

Different perspective of the functions can be seen by correlating the signal with

different sizes of wavelet transform, which is called multiresolution decomposition

[28][5].
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1.6 About This project

In order to deal with the issues of non-stationary distribution of clusters and to

meet the requirement of spike sorting in real time, this paper proposes to develop

a modified version of GNG which is called Enhanced Growing Neural Gas (EGNG).

It is designed to handle and adapt to the changes of clusters while carrying out a

fast clustering algorithm with the minimal computational resource. With this novel

clustering algorithm, fast spike sorting algorithm and even its online algorithm is made

possible for further development. Furthermore, it can be applied in optogenetics to

implement closed-loop neural controls.

In the next section, some literature review which their outcome inspired this

project could be found. In section 3, the algorithm that had been used in this project

are being discussed while in section 4, the methodology and the progress of the

project will be shown and following section contains the results. Section 6 will contain

problems encountered with conclusion and future research suggestion following.
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, some articles related to this project topic had been selected and re-

viewed. These articles are either the basis of this project or the important inspirations

of our work. The articles selected are A Growing Neural Gas Network Learns Topolo-

gies by Fritzke which is the inspiration of the algorithm used in this project, Past,

present and future of spike sorting techniques by Rey, Pedreira and Quiroga. The

authors illustrate the importance of spike sorting, the current spike sorting strategies

and their limitations, also the future challenges of spike sortings which provided a

comprehensive understanding of spike sorting. Sensors and decoding for intracortical

brain computer interfaces by Homer, Nurmikko, Donoghue and Hochberg. This article

inspired the implementation of spike sorting program, the benefit of a spike sorting

algorithm brings to mankind and the criteria of a online spike sorting algorithm. A

detailed and fast model of extracellular recordings and Unsupervised spike detection

by Camuñas and Quiroga. The model proposed in this article provided a benchmark

to test the program in this project. By understanding the construction of the model,

the components of an actual biomedical signal are discussed. The last one is Spike

sorting with wavelets and superparamagnetic clustering by Quiroga, Nadasdy and

Ben-Shaul which introduce the principle of signal processing method of this project,

provided a useful tool for the spike detection and feature extraction process and as a

comparison of performance of the spike sorting algorithm. In the end of this chapter,

a summary of related works on Growing Neural Gas is discussed.

2.1 A Growing Neural Gas Network Learns Topologies

In this article, the author introduced an incremental, constant parameter, continu-

ing learning, allowing the adding of connections and units network model which can

be used in vector quantization, clustering and interpolation. The algorithm Growing

Neural Gas introduced in this article is the basis of the algorithm selected in this

project. The algorithm itself had been derived from Neural Gas and competitive

Hebbian learning combined together and eliminated the problem of the a priori

determination of the number of centers.

The algorithm of GNG, which most of them also used in EGNG algorithm is by

following:
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Two random nodes was placed in random position in a vector space. Then the

input signal had been generated according to the probability density function and

then the nearest and second nearest nodes will be found. The edges, which are not

weighted will be aged. After that, the squared distance between the selected data point

and the nearest node will be calculated. The nearest node and its direct neighbours

will be moved towards the signal by a proportion of the total distance which the

proportion is different for the nearest node and its neighbours respectively. The edge

connecting the nearest and second nearest node, if present, will be zero aged, if not

present, the nodes will be connected with a newly created edge.

The edges with age larger than the designated maximum value will be removed and

the nodes having zero edges posterior of removal would also be removed. New nodes

will be inserted when the number of signals is a multiple of selected integer in the

middle between the maximum accumulated error, q and its largest error neighbour.

Edges connecting the newly created node and the two existing ones will be created

and the existing edges between the two existing nodes will be eliminated and the error

variables of the two selected nodes will be decreased with a ratio and the reduced error

parameter of q will be assigned to the newly created node. Then, all error parameters

will be decreased by multiplying them with a designated constant and the whole

process will stop when it reached a certain stopping criterion or else it will start from

the beginning again.The detailed algorithm will be discussed in next section, which

step 1 to step 5 of the EGNG algorithm were from GNG algorithm.

With this algorithm, the nodes will move towards their closest cluster while the

aged edges which their terminal points had moved so they will be eliminated. After all,

the clusters will be separated with this algorithm.

The advantage of this algorithm is that it is a unsupervised clustering algorithm and

it can separate cluster groups in a vector space. In addition, it is not computationally

expensive. The drawback of this algorithm is that it does not pose a ending step, the

program will stop immediately after the stopping criterion had been reached which

might lead to improper separation of cluster groups that are too close in distance.

Furthermore, in modern neuroscience field, online spike sorting is important for the

real-time closed-loop neural feedback control and other applications.
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2.2 Past, present and future of spike sorting techniques

In this article, Rey et al. introduced the concept of spike sorting and its importance.

Also, the authors introduced the pioneers of spike sorting algorithms, state-of-the-

art spike sorting algorithms and their guidelines for the development of the near

future spike sorting algorithms. In this article, the authors mentioned the problems of

current spike sorting algorithms and their requirements.

To understand the brain mechanisms, we have to study from the activity of a

single neuron in the brain to more complex combination of multiple neurons. To

facilitate this study, we have to distinguish the spikes and their corresponding neurons,

as the probe might receive signals from nearby neurons so we can have a better

understanding their properties and relationship with other neurons of each of them.

Also, a good spike sorting algorithm can help us to study those neurons which release

weak signals and might be covered by nearby neural signals with stronger signal and

those signals is easily to be covered by the stronger signals.

Spike sorting process will group the processed spike signals into different groups

based on the similarity in their shapes. The grouped clusters will then be corresponded

to a single neuron. Before the signal being clustered, it had to go through a signal

processing phase, which it will be first filtered to get its Local Field Potential. This

filtering process enable us to separate the component of each type of signal from the

raw data. Usually, a digital filter between 300Hz to 3000Hz is used on top of a analog

signal of the acquisition hardware. After that, the signal will pass through an process

called spike detection. The spikes are now more obvious on the filtered signal. There

are many ways to detect a single spike from a train of recorded signal. The simplest

way is to use an pre-defined amplitude threshold. For better adaptation to different

with different signal to noise ratio, some statistical method can be applied so that

the algorithm can automatically set the threshold according to the characteristic of

the signal. Some further processing of the signal might also be used to improve the

detection performance.

After the peak of the spike is detected, the spike waveform which included the

spike itself and a short period of signal before and after the spike is saved and goes

into the feature extraction step. Spike sorting algorithms have different perspectives

from the very first approach of amplitude based extraction, to a more complicated
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window discriminator method and template matching, to a more modern approach

that to only keep the essential features for the downstream processes such as principal

component analysis or wavelet transformation.

Then, the extracted spikes are being clustered. One of the pioneers of this step is

manual clustering. However, electronics do much better than human in this aspect.

The old clustering algorithms require the cluster to be Gaussian distributed. However,

for signals that are not Gaussian distributed, these algorithms faced difficulty to cluster

the signals. For this reason, algorithms that based on nearest neighbour interactions

had been developed. These non-parametric algorithms have the ability to separate

clusters that are more disorderly distributed.

Furthermore, this article introduced some alternative ways of spike sorting, some

phenomenon that we will face when we are recording biomedical signal and the

way to validate spike sorting algorithms and also the limitations of current spike

sorting algorithms. The problem discussed in this article including silent neurons

and the ability of spike sorting algorithms in the case of multiple neurons. On top

of these limitations, the authors suggested the future challenges of spike sorting

algorithms. They suggested that the spike sorting algorithms should improve with

the the recording techniques, on multichannel electrodes usage, the standard of

the evaluation of spike sorting methods and also the on-chip usage of spike sorting

programs.

2.3 Sensors and decoding for intracortical brain computer interfaces

Although the main theme of this article is not directly related to the project, it

shows an illustration of how a spike sorting program can be implemented and how a

good spike sorting program can help mankind in our life. Intracortical brain computer

interfaces (iBCIs) are interfaces that allow people to control an output device directly

through their neural activity. This technology can help disabled people to complete

some task easily without the help of the others. Also, this technology shows a high po-

tential on the future of wearable device development. The very simplified mechanism

of this technology is to read the signal of the body‘s motor cortex and to translate the

signal into commands that can drive some external devices. From the mechanism of

the technology, spike sorting plays an important role in the signal processing part of
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this technology.

The advancement of the signal acquiring and spike sorting technology had bring

the possibilities of taking neural signal from multiple probes. This is very essential in

this technology that it has 96 micro-electrodes and it takes both the signal of a single

spike and the field potential which shows the activity of the population. To realize

technologies like iBCIs, scientists have to first study the brain activity of mankind

and relate the spikes to the action. Spike sorting helps the research by showing the

corresponding neurons to the spikes that lead to the action.

Furthermore, this system is designed to help disabled people, which means that

it has a high possibility to be wore for a long time and needs to be disconnected

from wires. Therefore, wireless implant of the system become very important. At

this case, an online spike sorting method is very important. The real time sorting of

the spikes recorded allows the system to react proactively. The accuracy of the spike

sorting algorithm directly affects the performance and user experience of this system.

The system is technically impossible if the spike sorting method is not efficient and

accurate.

From this case, the importance of a good spike sorting method is shown. Also the

requirement of an online spike sorting program is discussed.

2.4 A detailed and fast model of extracellular recordings

This article provided a realistic model of extracellular recordings. The simulated

data that been used in this project before going into actual biological result had been

simulated from the model suggested in this research. The standard of benchmarking

spike sorting algorithms is a challenge to scientists. Computer generated data is not

convincing enough to tell the performance of the algorithm while using real data

have its limitations. Therefore, the authors developed a model using collected and

well classified real data with computer generated noise. By using synthetic data, the

identities and when the spikes are fired are known by construction. This model used

some techniques to mimic the actual environment of recording actual biomedical

signal.

In the construction of the model, detailed compartmental models had been used

to mimic signals from neighbouring neurons. For remote neurons, amplitude normal-
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ized pre-recorded spike shapes had been used. This reduce the computational power

required to run the model while keeping the simulation of real environment. Also it

allows the simulations of various recording conditions.

Through understanding the construction of the model, not only the idea of the

components of the testing data used in this project had been gained. Also, from the

construction steps of this model, what would be recorded along with the desired signal

also discussed from the process of mimicking the noise and other signals. Through

the discussion of the signal model, the understanding of signal processing, which is

an important knowledge needed for spike sorting had been deepened. In addition,

some important tools that had been used in this project also mentioned in this article.

2.5 Unsupervised spike detection and spike sorting with wavelets and

superparamagnetic clustering

The article introduced a new method for a combined spike detection and spike

sorting for multiprobe recordings. This method used wavelet transform to perform

feature extraction and a superparamagnetic clustering(SPC), a spike sorting algorithm

which able to sort clusters that a not Gaussian distributed. This is an unsupervised al-

gorithm that had been selected as the comparison of the performance of the algorithm

of this project.

SPC is an spike sorting algorithm that developed in the context of statistical me-

chanics. SPC offer an one parameter spike sorting algorithm that use the temperature

algorithm which goes into 3 phases, ferromagnetic, superparamagnetic, and param-

agnetic phases. In the paramagnetic phase and ferromagnetic phase, the temperature

will automatically increases which the clusters created consist of only a few members

each. In the paramagnetic phase, which the temperature is high, the cluster will break

into smaller ones, while in ferromagnetic phase, the temperature will increase but it

brings virtually no change. In the superparamagnetic phase, new clusters with large

numbers of members will be created with the increasing temperature.

Also, the spike detection algorithm and feature extraction algorithm proposed in

this research had also been used in the project. As the selected algorithm EGNG does

not include spike processing methods, a separate program had been used to realize

the signal processing function. Waveclus, the MATLAB program written in C by the
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authors of this article based on the result of this research had been selected to perform

signal processing and the intermediate data extracted from the saved file of Waveclus

had been feed into the program developed. Also, the final output of Waveclus will be

used as a comparison of the performance of spike sorting algorithm. Furthermore, the

knowledge of spike detection and wavelet transform using Haar wavelets had been

mentioned in this article. The detailed discussion would be done in the methodology

section.

2.6 Related Works on Growing Neural Gas

In the past twenty years, there are various types of self-organizing models based on

GNG since it is proposed by Fritzke in 1995 [9]. Fritzke also introduces Growing Neural

Gas with utility criterion (GNG-U) which can deal win non-stationary distributions

[10]. However, it has increased the computational complexity by introducing a new

control parameter and a decaying utility criterion. Most of the improvements are made

to speed up the original GNG algorithm by decreasing the computational burden.

Generally, these improvements can be done by modifying the original GNG algorithm

which affects its mechanism [7]. Robust Growing Neural Gas (RGNG) developed by

Qin and Suganthan for unsupervised clustering is better robustness than original

GNG algorithm [27]. It includes adaptive learning rates modulation, outlier resistant

scheme and cluster repulsion method to enhance its robustness. However, these

robust strategies have increased the computational burden as well. Prudent and Ennaji

develop Incremental Growing Neural Gas (IGNG) which replaces GNG incremental

learning model mechanism with Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) mechanism [26].

When the distance of an input signal presented from the network created is larger than

a predefined threshold, an âĂIJembryoâĂİ node is created. After a preset number of

input signal, the âĂIJembryoâĂİ node created becomes a âĂIJmatureâĂİ node. Then,

an output network is created based on the âĂIJmatureâĂİ node. The insertion criteria

of new nodes of Density Based Growing Neural Gas (DB-GNG) is similar to IGNG but

the density of the region is considered [21]. A parameter T is added to original GNG

algorithm which is called Growing Neural Gas with targeting (GNG-T) is introduced

by Frezza-Buet [8]. Different from the original GNG algorithm, errors do not decay

but accumulated over all adaptation steps. The average of the all nodes are then
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computed to decide when a new node is inserted. If the average error of all nodes

is higher than the predefined parameter T, a new node is inserted. On the contrary,

if the average error of all nodes is lower than the predefined parameter T, the node

with the highest error values is removed. Aforementioned algorithms have change the

original mechanism of GNG. To the best of our knowledge, the GNG algorithm is not

applied in spike sorting while it is studied to implement well in many other fields. For

example, communications, robotics, computer vision, medicine, biology, economics

and electrical power systems [50] [3][? ][1][2][22][15][30]. In addition, GNG which

carries out simple calculation such as Euclidean distance works best for hardware

implementation especially on-chip solutions for spike sorting [36].Therefore, it would

be worth studying whether a modified GNG algorithm is suitable for spike sorting.
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3 ENCHANCED GROWING NEURAL GAS(EGNG)

This is an unsupervised clustering algorithm which can separate spike cluster

groups within vector space [9]. Also, EGNG poses the functionality of both online and

offline spike clustering and it is a algorithm that designed for efficient, low memory

requirement and for low computational power devices. EGNG is an improved version

of the original GNG algorithm [9]. The main algorithm of EGNG is same with ENG,

except for EGNG had designed a termination step and an online algorithm. Compared

to GNG, EGNG have the advantage that it can adapt to changes of environment

automatically for a better spike separation performance. Also, EGNG algorithm can

work with non Gaussian-distributed clusters and also for any number of clusters

without determined beforehand. EGNG also poses the ability of reject noise outliers

and distinguish neural spikes.

As its predecessor Growing Neural Gas, EGNG requires the data measured to be

transformed into vector space [9]. The algorithm does not include the functions of

signal processing steps such as feature extraction. Therefore, this algorithm require

users to use other conventional pre-processing tools to properly process the signal

before doing spike clustering. Therefore, Enhanced Growing Neural Gas algorithm is

an algorithm that can perform clustering of spikes with nodes and edges on top of the

distribution of recorded and processed data, with the ability to automatically adopt

and react to changes of the distribution of data in the vector spaces.

3.1 Offline EGNG algorithm

This version of EGNG algorithm is an improvement of the original GNG algorithm.

It is designed for classifying pre-recorded data after the experiment. Usually, offline

algorithms can be done on a device with more computational powerful than their

online counterparts as it does not emphasis on a real time result and will be performed

after the experiment [31].

Therefore, in the offline version of EGNG algorithm, the neural data points had

been designed to be stored in the memory for algorithmic processing. In the algorithm

below, step 1 to step 5 are what developed by Fritzke in the original GNG algorithm [9].

An enhanced termination criteria had been added in step 6 for better separation of

closely-packed clusters.
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Figure 1: Simplified flow of offline EGNG algorithm

Below are the algorithm of Enhanced Growing Neural Gas:

1) Initialization: N nodes are generated randomly among the vector space on top of

the neural data with edges connecting them.

2) Closest node finding step: The Euclidean distances, d j of a randomly selected data

point, xi with all nodes (w j ) in the vector spaces had been calculated.

d j = ||xi −w j || (3.1)

Two nodes with the shortest and second shortest Euclidean distance with the selected

data point are then referred as S1 and S2. A new edge will be connected between S1

and S2 if they are not connected.

S1 = ar g mi nw jεn(d j ) (3.2)

S2 = ar g mi nw j \(S1)(d j ) (3.3)
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3. Node moving step: S j , which are all nodes that directly connecting to node S1 with

an edge and no another node placed in between the connection, or neighbouring

nodes of S1 are moved towards xi with a moving rate eS1 for S1 and enbr for the

neighbouring nodes respectively.

S1 ← S1 +eS1 (xi −S1) (3.4)

S j ← S j +enbr (xi −S j ) (3.5)

For which eS1 ,enbr ε (0,1) and eS1 > enbr . After the movement of S1, i nser tS1 , which

is the parameter to decide where to insert a new node had been increased.

i nser tS1 ← i nser tS1 +||xi − s1||2 (3.6)

4. New node insertion step: If the current number of total nodes is less than a prede-

termined parameter which decide the maximum node count, NEGNG , a new node will

be added. The position of the node will be inserted between we and we ′ , in which we

is the node with highest insertion parameter and we ′ is its neighbour with the highest

insertion value. Therefore, the position of the new node wN is

wN = 0.5(we +we ′) (3.7)

Then, the edge connecting we and we ′ will be eliminated and wN will be connect

with both of the nodes with newly created edges. To avoid repetitive node creation at

the same location, the insertion parameters for all nodes in the vector space will be

modified.

i nser twe ←α• i nser twe (3.8)

i nser twe′ ←α• i nser twe′ (3.9)

i nser twN ← i nser twe (3.10)
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i nser tw j ←β• i nser tw j (3.11)

In whichα,β ε (0,1) are the reduction rate of the insertion parameters for i nser twe , i nser twe′

and the other nodes respectively.

5. Edge elimination step: To seperate the clusters, edges that covered a few data

points will be eliminated. An age parameter assigned to all edges had been designed

to implement this step. For the edges connecting S1 and S2, its age (aS1,S2 ) is reset to

zero to mark this edge is proximate to the data point xi to keep the edge. To mark the

other neighbouring edge to be further away from the data point, the age of the other

neighbouring edges connecting S1 and S j (aS1,S j ) will be increased by one to increase

the chance of it being eliminated.

aS1,S2 = 0 (3.12)

aS1,S j ← aS1,S j +1 (3.13)

The age of the edges that are far away from the cluster will then be gradually increased

until when the aged exceed ath , the age removing parameter (aS1,S j > ath) which it

will then be removed to allow cluster separation.

6. Termination step: This step itself is an enhancement of the original GNG algorithm.

After all data points had been process, the program will determine if the number of

total nodes created N . If N is less than the designated maximum node count NEGNG ,

the step 1 to step 4 will be carried one more time to allow the designated number of

nodes created for better separation. After the designated number of nodes had been

generated, the process will goes into termination step. To better separate the clusters

that are close to each other and their centers are not densely packed, the algorithm

will remove long edges also low-density edges.

a) Removing long edges: The lengths of the edges, lwi ,w j are determined. An edge is

removed when its length is longer than the average length of all edges, lave .

lwi ,w j = ||w j −wi || (3.14)
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lave =
Σx

i=0lx

i
(3.15)

b) Removing low-density edges: For every edge present, lmi d , the average Euclidian

distant of five data points closest to the middle point of each of them. A low-density

edge is defined if lmi d of the edge is larger than lmi d , the average of lmi d of all edges.

3.2 Online EGNG algorithm

As discussed in previous chapter, streaming spike sorting usually done in relatively

low computational powered and small memory devices [31][13]. Also, it is normal

that the sorting process to be done in a very short period of time to drive closed-loop

neural feedback control. Therefore, the online EGNG spike sorting algorithm dispose

the data points from system memory once they are processed. The algorithm only

stores the node positions and edges connections from the learned distribution of

the cluster of data points. As more and more spikes has been streamed in, EGNG

will approximate the date distribution which will lead to more accurate spike sorting

performance. As the original GNG algorithm does not offer online sorting algorithm,

this algorithm is an enhancement of the GNG algorithm.

1. Update of node: The individually recorded and streamed event neural spikes are

processed identically as offline mode. Therefore, nodes and edges are created, deleted

and moved in the same way but in a continuous way. The randomly selected data

point x j is now represented as the latest streamed-in data point.

2. Classification of incoming spike: The new data point is then immediately classified

by determining the closest cluster to it. The Euclidean distances d j between the

incoming data point x j and all nodes w j will be calculated to find the closest cluster.

d j = ||xi −w j ||, wher e j = 1....N (3.16)

Then, the closest node can be found and classification will be based on finding the

cluster this node belongs to. This enable downstream data analysis to be know the

current state of subject and respond accordingly.

3. Movement of cluster: During signal acquisition, the temporal shape of the cluster

might change over time due to probe movement, inflammation or other reasons
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[28][31]. Therefore, the cluster will automatically move towards the new position with

the movement of nodes according to the incoming data points. This will bring an

advantage of continuously correction of the data stream, even when the waveform

had changed.

4. Elimination of outdated clusters: Due to the reasons mentioned is step 2, neural

spikes from some neurons might not be acquired by the probe, the cluster it belongs

to will be automatic eliminated eventually. This is because the nodes and edges in the

cluster that are not receiving any new streamed-in data will be deleted when their age

exceed the threshold and this eventually will lead to the deletion of all the nodes and

edges in the cluster and then it will be completely eliminated.

5. Creation of new cluster and noise rejection: There are two possibility that a data

point appeared remote from existing clusters: either it belongs to a new cluster that did

not been recorded before or it is a noise signal that compromised the signal processing

step and proceed to the clustering step. To differentiate noise and new useful data,

the shortest Euclidean distance between the data point and the nodes are calculated.

If the distance is larger than the outlier threshold dout , it is considered as an outlier

and will be further tested. Its average position xave will be calculated.

xave ← xi

Nout
+ Nout −1

Nout
xave (3.17)

in which Nout is the total number of outliers. If the Euclidean distance between the

data point and xave is larger than dn , the noise rejection threshold, then the data

point is considered as a noise and will be deleted. Else, it is considered as a data point

that belongs to a new cluster and will be keep in the memory. If the number of those

kept outliers had reached the new cluster creation threshold Nc , a new cluster will be

created around those kept data points and the data points will then be deleted to save

system resources. The incoming neural points that belongs to this cluster will then be

categorized correctly following the creation of the cluster.

From the algorithm above could be found that the classification results are sensi-

tive to the maximum node count NEGNG and the edge pruning threshold ath . There-

fore, this two parameters would be our focus when we are tweaking our program.
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4 METHODOLOGY

An improved version of Growing Neural Gas, GNG[9] which named as Enhanced

Growing Neural had been used as the principle algorithm of this project. The program

purely perform spike clustering function and it does not poses any signal processing

function. Signal processing such as spike detection or feature extraction had been

carried with a separated program. As EGNG is an improved version of GNG algorithm

with online processing ability, terminal criteria and enhanced adaptation ability, an

open source GNG implementation program written in python by Adrien Guille and

licensed under MIT license had been selected to be the reference of this project

[12]. The first prototype version of the program had been written by adding the

offline version of EGNG functions into the original program. After all function of

this algorithm had been tested, a EGNG program had been rewrote based on the

open-sourced work of Guille [12].

First we selected several computer generated datasets to test the ability of EGNG

using the dataset generation function in "sklearn" Python module [25]. The datasets

selected are

1. "Blobs": A dataset with 3 isotropic Gaussian blobs clusters.

2. "Circles": A non-Gaussian dataset with one circle-shaped cluster including another

smaller circle-shaped cluster.

3. "Moons": A non-Gaussian dataset consist of two interleaving cresent shaped

clusters. which includes both Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributed data. The

performance of this part are compared with K-Means, a traditional clustering method.

Also, a set of simulated data from a research lead by Quiroga et al. from California

Institute of Technology had been used to test the models’ ability to distinguish actual

biological signals [28]. This data had been constructed from a database of 594 actual

recordings of neocortex and basal ganglia and added with different level of noise from

its standard deviation relative to the amplitude of the spike from 0.05 to 0.2 with an

increment of 0.05 each level. The interpolated waveforms of the original waveforms

had been used to simulate the data at 96,000 Hz sampling rate and then downsampled

to 24,000 Hz. All the distinct spikes in this dataset presented Poisson interspike interval

distribution with 20Hz mean firing rate and 2ms refractory period within same class

spike. The noise were modified waveforms from the database to mimic the actual
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condition [28][4]. After obtained the data, a spike detection program had been written

to detect and separate the spikes.

After the previous process had been done, a real-world data would be given for

the testing to verify the performance of the constructed model. This real-world data

was recorded by Fried from UCLA and is the intracranial recordings of eight human

subjects to study the feasibility of epilepsy surgery [29]. A total of 993 units had

been recorded in the experiment. Both the simulated data and the real-world data is

available openly at Quiroga‘s personal website.

As this project emphasis on the implementation of spike classification, the signal

processing step, though very important, are not developed throughout this project.

Instead, a MATLAB tool written in C name Wave_clus had been selected as the tool

for spike detection and feature extraction which will be discussed in next sections.

4.1 Signal Processing

The recorded signal had been passed through a bandpass filter which frequency

range are from 300Hz to 3000Hz, which is the theoretical frequency range of the signal

and usually been used in spike detection and sorting [31][28]. The type of filter used is

a four-pole butterworth filter [28]. As we are not using first hand signal, the filtering

steps were done by third parties who did the experiment.

4.2 Spike Detection

Wave_clus had been used to detect and extract the spikes existed in the recorded

data. Although the data is already post-processed data, some inevitable noise still

present. Amplitude thresholding method had been used to detect the spikes [20][31][28].

The threshold value had been set to automatic according to the characteristic of the

signals [20]. The threshold had been designed as constant multiple of the estimated

standard deviation of the noise, i.e. k ∗ σ̂n , which k is usually a value between 3 to

5. If the threshold value had been set based on the standard deviation value of the

processed signal, the error rate would be high [31]. This is because the distribution

resulted would be heavily tailed with spike components. Therefore, an estimation of

the threshold had been done by Equation 4.2, which X is the signal, which due to the

very small probability of the noise component which would not significantly affecting
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the median absolute deviation.

σ̂n = X̃

0.6745
(4.1)

T hr = 4σn (4.2)

64 samples were kept for every spike detected for further analysis. The program will

align the peaks of the spikes at data point 20 to eliminate the possibility of misalign-

ment. The signal to noise ratio of the selected signal (C_Easy1_noise01, C_Easy1_noise015)

is high enough to allow this method, yet some inevitable noise still present and some of

them with higher amplitudes might be mis-detected as a spike. However, the method

we use improved the performance of this method in spike handling, also the wavelet

transform used later will further improve the performance of detection. And also, the

interval of the data is long therefore the detection error rate is lower due to the less

affected by changing of noise distribution [31].

Also, some of the spikes did not pass through the spike detection step and been

regarded as a noise. Therefore, the number of samples for each spike class is not

different from the innotated data of the dataset.

4.3 Feature Extraction

Then, the spikes were extracted for feature extraction. Wavelets transformation

had been use to extract the features. With wavelet transformation, the signals are able

to be view in different scales (or resolutions) [11][28]. Therefore, both the gross and

small features of the signal can be viewed as the biomedical signal sometimes cares

about both the timing of individual spikes and the sum of action potentials in a certain

interval, or one of them. [20]. Also, wavelet shows better performance with respect to

Principle Component Analysis (PCA) as the wavelet coefficients are time localized and

the necessity of directions of maximum variances were chosen based on the ones of

maximum separation between spikes.

The wavelet transforms for each spike is the calculated, wavelet coefficients, which

equal to the sample number for each spike had been acquired. Then, Haar wavelets

had been used to implement a four-level multi-resolution decomposition[28]. A few

coefficients that provide the best separation for different spike classes is the target to
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be found in this step.

Here, Haar wavelets had been chosen to implement a four-level decomposition.

Haar wavelets, in a nutshell, are re-scaled square functions and they are obviously

orthogonal and compact support due to their square characteristic. This feature will

allow the expression of the discriminative features of the spikes without assume the

spike shapes beforehand with a small number of wavelet coefficients[28]. Other than

wavelet transformation, PCA is also available on Wave_clus as an option to do feature

extraction. However, due to the characteristics of the spikes in the dataset, wavelets

have a better performance than PCA.
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5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Computer Generated Data

We selected several computer generated toy datasets which are commonly used

to benchmark the performance of an spike clustering algorithm including Blobs

clusters with 1500 samples, Ring clusters with 500 samples, Moon clusters with signal-

to-noise ratio(SNR) generated with sklearn module in Python to test the ability of

EGNG algorithm. Overall, the performance of EGNG on computer generated data is

robust. The figures below labelled clusters with colours. We had selected a traditional

clustering algorithm, K-Means to show the difficulty of the datasets selected.

Datasets EGNG K-Means

Blobs -1500 samples 100% 33.4%

Rings -500 samples 100% 50.2%

Moons with 59dB SNR 100% 85%

Moons with 28dB SNR 89% 81.8%

Table 1: The accuracy for EGNG on computer generated datasets

From the table above, we can find that EGNG works perfectly on "Blobs" clusters

with 1500 samples, "Circle" clusters with 500 samples and "Moons" clusters with

59dB SNR. Despite the high noise level of 28dB SNR "Moons" clusters, EGNG can still

achieve a 89% of high accuracy. Also, the center of the custers are well predicted by

EGNG.

Figure 2: Cluster affection of EGNG and K-Means

For K-Means, it failed to recognize the two closely packed clusters in the upper-

right side of the vector space of "Blobs" dataset. Also, in non-Gaussian distributed
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datasets "Circles" and "Moons", EGNG failed to recognized any of the clusters accu-

rately.

This shows that EGNG has the ability to sort spikes that are not Gaussian dis-

tributed, even under a noisy condition.

5.2 Simulated Data

Three datasets with different noise levels had been selected to test the performance

of our work, which are C_Easy1_noise01, C_Easy1_noise015 and C_Easy2_noise030

from the simulated model by Camuñas-Mesa and Quiroga and compare the perfor-

mance of EGNG algorithm and SPC method. In C_Easy1_noise01, which means that

the dataset is formed with easy waveform group number one and noise to be 0.1 rela-

tive to the amplitude of the spike class, which SNR is 44dB. Also for C_Easy2_noise030

the SNR is 23dB [28]. The other datasets selected means the SNR is 32dB. The datasets

had been fed into Wave_clus for spike detection and feature extraction, then the

wavelet coefficient of the extracted spikes had been fed into the program for spike

clustering. Also, the result from the build-in SPC clustering function of Wave_clus

had been used to compare the performance of both algorithms.

The cluster classes are then being compared with the annotated class of the data

sets after manual classification of spike characteristics and assigned numbers to it. In

all datasets, EGNG outperformed SPC.

In this article, we will focus on the discussion of the first two datasets, while the

third dataset with a low SNR is used to show the ability of the program in more extreme

case.

C_Easy1_noise01 C_Easy1_noise015 C_Easy2_noise030

EGNG 91.72% 63.59% 38.04%

SPC 83.45% 62.05% 32.84%

Table 2: The accuracy for SPC and EGNG for simulated neural datasets

For C_Easy1_noise01, EGNG algorithm outrun SPC algorithm by 8.27%, for

C_Easy1_noise015, EGNG performed slightly better than SPC algorithm by 1.54%.

While for more highly noised dataset C\_Easy2\_noise030, EGNG outperformed
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SPC by an accuracy of 5.2% higher. As the wavelet transformation of Wave_Clus is sim-

plest possible form which is Harr transformation, the performance of EGNG had been

limited by the performance of the upstream spike extraction and feature extraction.

This accuracy is the combined accuracy of both signal processing and spike sorting.

Therefore, the performance of EGNG can be elevated if a better upstream algorithm is

used.

Figure 3: a) Cluster 1 Figure 4: b) Cluster 2

Figure 5: c) Cluster 3

Typical signal waveform of each cluster class from CE as y1noi se01|

Figure 6: a) Cluster 1 Figure 7: b) Cluster 2

Figure 8: c) Cluster 3

Typical signal waveform of each cluster class from CE as y1noi se015|

Figure 1 to Figure 6 shows the typical waveform of each cluster classes for both datasets.

The clustered data are being plotted and compare with this typical waveform to

correspond the clusters of three different sources.
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Figure 9: a) EGNG
Figure 10: b) SPC

The cluster features of a) EGNG and b) SPC for dataset with SNR 44dB

Figure 11: a) EGNG
Figure 12: b) SPC

The cluster features of a) EGNG and b) SPC for dataset with SNR 32dB

As seen from figure 7 to figure 10, both algorithms successfully separated 3 dominant

clusters from the datasets. Note that the cluster feature plot by EGNG algorithm

automatically approximate nearby unclustered data into the cluster in the plotted

diagram shown to reduce system resources usage. For densed packed cluster, both

EGNG and SPC are able to seperate the clusters. However, EGNG shows a distinct

three cluster seperated while for both datasets, SPC recognized more than 3 clusters

while the datasets selected consist only 3.

5.3 Real Human data

Real human neural activity data CSC4 which consist of 3 cluster classes had went

through the same procedure to compare the performance of two algorithms. As no
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golden standard available to compare the performance of an algorithm on experimen-

tal data when the data is not labelled, we compare the cluster features to compare the

performance of this two algorithms.

Figure 13: a) Cluster Affectation
Figure 14: b) Nodes and Edges Distribution

The a) Cluster Affectation and b) Nodes and Edges Distribution of EGNG algorithm sorting the
actual experimental data

Figure 15: The cluster feature of SPC algorithm after sorting the actual experimental data

From the diagrams, we can see that EGNG successfully separated 3 clusters from the

recorded data while SPC separated 5 clusters. From the cluster affection diagram of

SPC, we could see cluster 0 (black coloured) is scattered all around the vector space

which might be a mis-separation of the cluster. However, EGNG clearly separated 3

clusters which are densely packed.

Due to the properties of the graphics plotting program, the cluster affection dia-

gram of EGNG is different from the actual nodes and edges distribution. From the

nodes and edges distribution diagram we can see that the cluster centres recognized

by both algorithms are similar. Therefore, EGNG shows the ability to perform spike

clustering task for experimental data.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, EGNG is an algorithm that can achieve 100% accuracy in sorting low

noised computer generated benchmark for both Gaussian and non Gaussian dis-

tributed clusters. For highly noised non Gaussian distributed clusters, EGNG shows

the ability to predict the cluster‘s centre and the boundaries of the clusters with an

accuracy of 89%.

Under computer simulated neural spikes, EGNG out run the performance of SPC

algorithm by 8.27% and 1.54% for simulated neural data with SNR of 44dB and 32dB.

Under actual experimental data, EGNG shows its ability to perform spike clustering

task. Also, EGNG is a unsupervised, lightweight, computationally cheap spike sorting

algorithm that shows the potential to be implemented on smaller devices such as

ASIC. The online spike sorting of EGNG enables it to participate in experiments that

requires real time reaction and controls.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Our work is designed to run on a personal computer or higher level machine. It does

not emphasis much on parallel computation and not designed for low computing

power devices. Further development of this program can be focused on running on

specified device such as FPGA or ASIC to meet the requirement of more specified

requirements such as on-probe signal classification to ensure a better signal quality,

or parallel processing for the usage of more electrodes [31]. The characteristic of this

algorithm is very friendly to parallel computation as the distances between one data

points and all nodes or similar calculation can be distributed to be parallel calculated

at a very high speed. The EGNG algorithm has a high potential to be applied for these

mentioned usage due to its lightweight design and simple calculations.

In addition, one of the greatest enhancements of this algorithm is that it supports

streaming spike classification. EGNG can process one spike by another as they are

streamed into the program which allow the algorithm to run in real-time.

Also, this program is a implementation of EGNG algorithm which did not include

any signal processing method. To make this program more useful, a version with

signal processing method included can be developed so that users will not have to

process the signal at a separated tool and hand the signal to this program.
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Appendix  

I: offline EGNG spike sorting code 

 # gng.py   
 # coding: utf-8   
    
 import numpy as np   
 from scipy import spatial   
 import networkx as nx   
 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt   
 from sklearn import decomposition   
 from statistics import mean, stdev   
    
 __authors__ = 'Phoon Shiuh Jer, Loo Hong Liang'   
 __email__ = 'psjphoon@gmail.com'   
    
 '''''  
 Implementation of Enhanced Growing Neural Gas (EGNG) algorithm, based on:  
 A Growing Neural Gas Network Learns Topologies. B. Fritzke, Advances in Neur

al  
 Information Processing Systems 7, 1995.  
 '''   
    
 class GrowingNeuralGas:   
    
     def __init__(self, input_data):   
         self.network = None   
         self.data = input_data   
         self.units_created = 0   
         plt.style.use('ggplot')   
    
     def find_nearest_units(self, observation):   
         distance = []   
         for u, vector in self.network.nodes.data('vector'):   
             dist = spatial.distance.euclidean(vector, observation)   
             distance.append((u, dist))   
         distance.sort(key=lambda x: x[1])   
         ranking = [u for u, dist in distance]   
         return ranking   
    
     def prune_connections(self, a_max):   
         for u, v, age in list(self.network.edges.data('age')):   
             if age > a_max:   
                 self.network.remove_edge(u, v)   
    
     def fit_network(self, e_b, e_n, a_max, l, a, d, max_nodes, passes=1, plo

t_evolution=False):   
         # logging variables   
         accumulated_local_error = []   
         global_error = []   
         network_order = []   
         network_size = []   
         total_units = []   
         self.units_created = 0   
         np.random.seed(4)   
         # 0. start with two units a and b at random position w_a and w_b   
         w_a = [np.random.uniform(-

2, 2) for _ in range(np.shape(self.data)[1])]   
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         w_b = [np.random.uniform(-
2, 2) for _ in range(np.shape(self.data)[1])]   

         self.network = nx.Graph()   
         self.network.add_node(self.units_created, vector=w_a, error=0)   
         self.units_created += 1   
         self.network.add_node(self.units_created, vector=w_b, error=0)   
         self.units_created += 1   
         # 1. iterate through the data   
         sequence = 0   
         steps = 0   
         while len(self.network) < max_nodes:   
             for p in range(passes):   
                 np.random.shuffle(self.data)   
                 for observation in self.data:   
    
                     # 2. find the nearest unit s_1 and the second nearest un

it s_2   
                     nearest_units = self.find_nearest_units(observation)   
                     s_1 = nearest_units[0]   
                     s_2 = nearest_units[1]   
    
                     # 3. if s_1 and s_2 are connected by an edge, set the ag

e of this edge to zero   
                     #    if such an edge doesn't exist, create it   
                     self.network.add_edge(s_1, s_2, age=0, vectors=[self.net

work.node[s_1]['vector'], self.network.node[s_2]['vector']])   
    
                     # 4 .move s_1 and its direct topological neighbors towar

ds the observation by the fractions   
                     #    e_b and e_n, respectively, of the total distance   
                     update_w_s_1 = e_b * (np.subtract(observation, self.netw

ork.node[s_1]['vector']))   
                     self.network.node[s_1]['vector'] = np.add(self.network.n

ode[s_1]['vector'], update_w_s_1)   
                     update_w_s_n = e_n * (np.subtract(observation, self.netw

ork.node[s_1]['vector']))   
                     for neighbor in self.network.neighbors(s_1):   
                         self.network.node[neighbor]['vector'] = np.add(self.

network.node[neighbor]['vector'], update_w_s_n)   
    
                     # 5. add the squared distance between the observation an

d the nearest unit in input space   
                     self.network.node[s_1]['error'] += spatial.distance.eucl

idean(observation, self.network.node[s_1]['vector'])**2    
    
                     # 6. increment the age of all edges emanating from s_1   
                     for u, v, attributes in self.network.edges(data=True, nb

unch=[s_1]):   
                         self.network.add_edge(u, v, age=attributes['age']+1)

   
    
                     # 7. remove edges with an age larger than a_max   
                     #    if this results in units having no emanating edges,

 remove them as well   
                     if len(self.network) > 2:   
                         self.prune_connections(a_max)   
    
                     # 8. decrease all error variables by multiplying them wi

th a constant d   
                     error = 0   
                     for u in self.network.nodes():   
                         error += self.network.node[u]['error']   
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                     accumulated_local_error.append(error)   
                     network_order.append(self.network.order())   
                     network_size.append(self.network.size())   
                     total_units.append(self.units_created)   
                     for u in self.network.nodes():   
                         self.network.node[u]['error'] *= d   
                         if self.network.degree(nbunch=[u]) == 0:   
                             print(u)   
    
                 global_error.append(self.compute_global_error())   
    
                 steps += 1   
                 # 9. if the number of steps so far is an integer multiple of

 parameter l, insert a new unit   
                 if (steps % l == 0) and (len(self.network) < max_nodes):   
    
                     # 9.a determine the unit q with the maximum accumulated 

error   
                     q = 0   
                     error_max = 0   
                     for u in self.network.nodes():   
                         if self.network.node[u]['error'] > error_max:   
                             error_max = self.network.node[u]['error']   
                             q = u   
                        
                     # 9.b insert a new unit r halfway between q and its neig

hbor f with the largest error variable   
                     f = -1   
                     largest_error = -1   
                     for u in self.network.neighbors(q):   
                         if self.network.node[u]['error'] > largest_error:   
                             largest_error = self.network.node[u]['error']   
                             f = u   
                     w_r = 0.5 * (np.add(self.network.node[q]['vector'], self

.network.node[f]['vector']))   
                     r = self.units_created   
                     self.units_created += 1   
                        
                     # 9.c insert edges connecting the new unit r with q and 

f   
                     #     remove the original edge between q and f   
                     self.network.add_node(r, vector=w_r, error=0)   
                     self.network.add_edge(r, q, age=0, vectors=[self.network

.node[r]['vector'], self.network.node[q]['vector']])   
                     self.network.add_edge(r, f, age=0, vectors=[self.network

.node[r]['vector'], self.network.node[f]['vector']])   
                     self.network.remove_edge(q, f)   
                        
                     # 9.d decrease the error variables of q and f by multipl

ying them with a   
                     #     initialize the error variable of r with the new va

lue of the error variable of q   
                     self.network.node[q]['error'] *= a   
                     self.network.node[f]['error'] *= a   
                     self.network.node[r]['error'] = self.network.node[q]['er

ror']   
                    
    
                 if len(self.network) > 2:   
                     # 10.a removing long edges   
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                     for u, v, vectors in self.network.edges.data('vectors'):
   

                         dist = spatial.distance.euclidean(vectors[0], vector
s[1])   

                         self.network.add_edge(u, v, length=dist)   
    
                     self.len_of_edge = nx.get_edge_attributes(self.network,'

length')   
                     edge_length_average = mean(self.len_of_edge.values())   
                     edge_length_stdev = stdev(self.len_of_edge.values())   
    
                     for u, v, length in list(self.network.edges.data('length

')):   
                         if length > edge_length_average + edge_length_stdev:

   
                             self.network.remove_edge(u, v)   
    
                     # 10.a removing low-density edges   
                     for u, v, vectors in self.network.edges.data('vectors'):

   
                         midpoint = 0.5 * (np.add(self.network.node[u]['vecto

r'], self.network.node[v]['vector']))   
    
                         tempdist = []   
                         for observation in self.data:   
                             dist = spatial.distance.euclidean(midpoint, obse

rvation)           
                             tempdist.append(dist)   
    
                         tempdist.sort()   
                         dist_top5_average = mean(tempdist[:5])   
                         self.network.add_edge(u, v, dist_5ave=dist_top5_aver

age)   
    
                     self.dist_5ave = nx.get_edge_attributes(self.network,'di

st_5ave')   
                     dist_5ave_ave = mean(self.dist_5ave.values())   
                     dist_5ave_stdev = stdev(self.dist_5ave.values())   
    
                     for u, v, dist_5ave in list(self.network.edges.data('dis

t_5ave')):   
                         if dist_5ave > dist_5ave_ave + dist_5ave_stdev:   
                             self.network.remove_edge(u, v)   
    
                 if plot_evolution:   
                     self.plot_network('visualization/sequence/' + str(sequen

ce) + '.png')   
                 sequence += 1   
                 print(steps)   
            
         for u in list(self.network.nodes()):   
             if self.network.degree(u) == 0:   
                 self.network.remove_node(u)   
            
         if plot_evolution:   
             self.plot_network('visualization/sequence/' + str(sequence) + '.

png')   
                    
    
         plt.clf()   
         plt.title('Accumulated local error')   
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         plt.xlabel('iterations')   
         plt.plot(range(len(accumulated_local_error)), accumulated_local_erro

r)   
         plt.savefig('visualization/accumulated_local_error.png')   
         plt.clf()   
         plt.title('Global error')   
         plt.xlabel('passes')   
         plt.plot(range(len(global_error)), global_error)   
         plt.savefig('visualization/global_error.png')   
         plt.clf()   
         plt.title('Neural network properties')   
         plt.plot(range(len(network_order)), network_order, label='Network or

der')   
         plt.plot(range(len(network_size)), network_size, label='Network size

')   
         plt.legend()   
         plt.savefig('visualization/network_properties.png')   
    
     def plot_network(self, file_path):   
         plt.clf()   
         plt.scatter(self.data[:, 0], self.data[:, 1])   
         node_pos = {}   
         for u in self.network.nodes():   
             vector = self.network.node[u]['vector']   
             node_pos[u] = (vector[0], vector[1])   
         nx.draw(self.network, pos=node_pos)   
         plt.draw()   
         plt.savefig(file_path)   
    
     def number_of_clusters(self):   
         return nx.number_connected_components(self.network)   
    
     def cluster_data(self):   
         unit_to_cluster = np.zeros(self.units_created)   
         cluster = 0   
         for c in nx.connected_components(self.network):   
             for unit in c:   
                 unit_to_cluster[unit] = cluster   
             cluster += 1   
         clustered_data = []   
         for observation in self.data:   
             nearest_units = self.find_nearest_units(observation)   
             s = nearest_units[0]   
             clustered_data.append((observation, unit_to_cluster[s]))   
         return clustered_data   
    
     def reduce_dimension(self, clustered_data):   
         transformed_clustered_data = []   
         svd = decomposition.PCA(n_components=2)   
         transformed_observations = svd.fit_transform(self.data)   
         for i in range(len(clustered_data)):   
             transformed_clustered_data.append((transformed_observations[i], 

clustered_data[i][1]))   
         return transformed_clustered_data   
    
     def plot_clusters(self, clustered_data):   
         number_of_clusters = nx.number_connected_components(self.network)   
         plt.clf()   
         plt.title('Cluster affectation')   
         color = ['r', 'b', 'g', 'k', 'm', 'r', 'b', 'g', 'k', 'm']   
         for i in range(number_of_clusters):   
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             observations = [observation for observation, s in clustered_data
 if s == i]   

             if len(observations) > 0:   
                 observations = np.array(observations)   
                 plt.scatter(observations[:, 0], observations[:, 1], color=co

lor[i], label='cluster #'+str(i))   
         plt.legend()   
         plt.savefig('visualization/clusters.png')   
    
     def compute_global_error(self):   
         global_error = 0   
         for observation in self.data:   
             nearest_units = self.find_nearest_units(observation)   
             s_1 = nearest_units[0]   
             global_error += spatial.distance.euclidean(observation, self.net

work.node[s_1]['vector'])**2   
         return global_error   
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